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The self-energy term used in transport calculations, which describes the coupling between electrode and
transition regions, is able to be evaluated only from a limited number of the propagating and evanescent waves
of a bulk electrode. This obviously contributes toward the reduction of the computational expenses in transport
calculations. In this paper, we present a mathematical formula for reducing the computational expenses further
without using any approximation and without losing accuracy. So far, the self-energy term has been handled
as a matrix with the same dimension as the Hamiltonian submatrix representing the interaction between an
electrode and a transition region. In this work, through the singular-value decomposition of the submatrix, the
self-energy matrix is handled as a smaller matrix, whose dimension is the rank number of the Hamiltonian
submatrix. This procedure is practical in the case of using the pseudopotentials in a separable form, and the
computational expenses for determining the self-energy matrix are reduced by 90% when employing a code
based on the real-space finite-difference formalism and projector-augmented wave method. In addition, this
technique is applicable to the transport calculations using atomic or localized basis sets. Adopting the self-energy
matrices obtained from this procedure, we present the calculation of the electron transport properties of C20

molecular junctions. The application demonstrates that the electron transmissions are sensitive to the orientation
of the molecule with respect to the electrode surface. In addition, channel decomposition of the scattering wave
functions reveals that some unoccupied C20 molecular orbitals mainly contribute to the electron conduction
through the molecular junction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transport through nanoscale objects, such as
atomic chains, nanowires, quantum point contacts, molecular
junctions, and their integrated systems, has been studied since
the mid-1990s and is still an active research field of pioneering
quantum nanoelectronics and spintronics from the viewpoints
of fundamental physics and industrial applications. Further
fundamental study on the quantum behavior of electrons
flowing through the nanoscale systems motivates us to apply
the quantum phenomena toward nanoscale electronic and
spintronic devices in the near future. Indeed, the electron
transport properties of the nanoscale junction systems have
been strenuously investigated from both theoretical and
experimental approaches, enabling the accumulation of a
large amount of scientific knowledge about electron transport
phenomena [1–4].

From a theoretical point of view, various calculation
methods for simulating ballistic electron transport phenomena
have been proposed and developed. Many of them treat a
so-called junction structure, which is composed of a couple
of semi-infinite metal electrodes and a scattering body in
between. Electron transport studies on such nanoscale junction
systems have produced a number of impressive findings and
facilitated the understanding of quantum transport phenomena
by means of various calculation methods, e.g., those using
an electron-scattering quantum-chemistry technique [5], a
nonequilibrium Green’s function [6–9], a recursion trans-
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fer matrix [10], a wave-function-matching scheme [11–15],
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [16], and a wavelet basis
set [17]. Nowadays, these calculation methods are required
to treat larger and more realistic systems with higher
accuracy for profound interpretation of electron transport
phenomena and for quantitative comparison to experimental
observations.

To meet such demands for accurate electron transport
calculations, the coupling interaction between a semi-infinite
electrode and a transition region has to be determined
accurately. In the electron transport calculations based on
the density-functional theory [18], the effective Hamiltonian
originating from the coupling interaction is named “self-
energy” [19]. Sørensen et al. proposed a procedure to reduce
the computational expenses for determining the self-energy
term by excluding rapidly decaying evanescent waves from
composing the self-energy matrix [20]. However, the proce-
dure requires increasing the length of the transition region
by inserting extra layers so such evanescent components of
scattering wave functions decay and become negligible at the
interface between the electrode and transition regions [21].
This increases the computational expenses for determining the
scattering wave functions in the transition region. In 2016, we
proposed an alternative procedure to determine the self-energy
matrix accurately only from a limited number of propagating
and evanescent (generalized Bloch) waves without increasing
the size of the transition region [6]. In this procedure, the
self-energy matrix composed of the limited number of the
generalized Bloch waves is regularized by adding orthogonal
component vectors. The regularized self-energy matrix is
refined by having it undergo a self-consistent process [6,12].
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Although the self-energy matrix handled in these aforemen-
tioned procedures is equal in dimensions to the Hamiltonian
submatrix representing the interaction between the electrode
and transition regions, it can be essentially handled as a smaller
matrix when the Hamiltonian submatrix is rank deficient. The
reason for this is that the number of the generalized Bloch
waves to be involved in the self-energy matrix is not as
high as the row and column dimensions of the Hamiltonian
submatrix but is only the rank number of the submatrix.
Therefore, the self-energy matrix can be represented as a
square matrix of the order of its rank number. Such a rank-
deficient Hamiltonian submatrix appears, for example, in the
case of using pseudopotentials in a separable form, and they
are frequently used in modern transport calculations.

In this paper, we present a mathematical formula to handle
the self-energy matrix as a smaller matrix and to determine
the matrix with lower computational expenses without any
approximation and without losing accuracy. Through the
singular-value decomposition technique and unitary trans-
formation, the effective Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian submatrix
describing the coupling interaction between a semi-infinite
electrode and a transition region is reduced in size to a square
diagonal matrix of the order of its rank number. Because the
dimensions of the self-energy matrix are given as those of the
reduced Hamiltonian submatrix, the self-energy term can be
handled as a square matrix of the order of the rank number, and,
consequently, the computational expenses for determining the
self-energy matrix can be reduced. Note that throughout this
paper the formulation is presented on the basis of the real-space
finite-difference formalism; however, this procedure is also
applicable to the transport calculation method using atomic or
localized basis sets.

As an application of the self-energy matrices obtained
by the present formula, we examine the electron transport
properties of molecular junctions composed of a C20 fullerene
molecule and a couple of fully atomistic crystalline semi-
infinite electrodes. The C20 molecule is known as the smallest
fullerene [22,23] and is expected to work as an electric device
component [24,25] like a C60 molecule [26]. Nevertheless,
the detailed electron transport properties, such as channel-
decomposed transmissions and conduction paths in real space,
have not been intensively investigated so far. In this paper, in
addition to the formulation, we report the electron transport
properties of the C20 molecular junctions from the viewpoints
of transmission channels and their spatial distributions, which
are evaluated from scattering wave functions obtained by our
method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we present the detailed formulation to process the rank-
deficient submatrices by means of linear-algebraic techniques
and how to determine the self-energy matrices. In Sec. III,
using our procedure, we demonstrate the calculation of the
scattering wave functions for fully atomistic C20 molecular
junctions and analyze the electron transport properties in
detail. In Sec. IV, we summarize the improvements in the
mathematical procedure to evaluate the self-energy matrices
and its application to the molecular junctions with fully
atomistic electrodes. Finally, some mathematical supplemental
details are described in the Appendices.

transition
region

left electrode
region

right electrode
region

x
y z

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a junction system used in
electron transport calculations typically. The junction system is
partitioned into a transition region and left and right electrode regions
by boundary planes represented by the thick lines. The dark gray areas
represent the boundary regions, only in which the interaction matrices
BL and BR act on the scattering wave function ψ , as seen in Eq. (2).
The parts of the scattering wave function ψ , which are included in
the boundary regions, are denoted by ψML

, ψNL
, ψMR

, and ψNR
.

The matrices H0, HL, and HR represent the Hamiltonians truncated
by the transition region, a unit cell of the left electrode, and a unit cell
of the right electrode, respectively.

II. REDUCING DIMENSION
OF SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATION

A. Conventional procedure

According to the density-functional theory [18], the be-
havior of electrons injected from an electrode and scattered
in a transition region, as depicted in Fig. 1, is described as
a single-particle Kohn-Sham orbital function ψ [27], which
satisfies the following Kohn-Sham equation [28,29] in the form
of a generalized eigenvalue problem:

(H − εS)ψ = 0, (1)

where the eigenvalue ε corresponds to the energy of the
scattering electrons. The matrix H represents the Hamiltonian
of the Kohn-Sham auxiliary system including a pair of semi-
infinite electrodes, so the Kohn-Sham matrix equation (1) has
an infinite dimension. In the incorporation of modern pseu-
dopotential schemes, such as the projector augmented wave
method [30] and the ultrasoft pseudopotential method [31],
which relax the norm-conserving condition of conventional
pseudopotentials [32], the overlap operator represented by the
matrix S is not an identity. However, because of the finite
spatial expanse of the nonlocal pseudopotential, the matrix S
can be expressed as a sparse matrix having nonzero elements
only at the vicinities of the diagonal line. Hereafter, such sparse
matrix (operator) is referred to as a semilocal matrix (operator).
For the same reason, the potential operator included in the
Hamiltonian matrix H is also semilocal. Therefore, these two
operators are expressed as band matrices with a bandwidth
corresponding to the nonlocal regions of pseudopotentials.

Within the framework of the real-space finite-difference
formalism [33], physical quantities are directly represented
on discretized real-space grid points. Applying the finite-
difference approximation of the formalism on the kinetic
energy operator included in the Hamiltonian matrix H, it
becomes a semilocal linear operator and is also expressed
as a band matrix with a bandwidth corresponding to the
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approximation order Nf . Consequently, the matrix H − εS in Eq. (1), which is referred to as Kohn-Sham matrix hereafter, is a
band matrix.

Intuitive understanding of the semilocality of the Kohn-Sham matrix H − εS can be achieved by rewriting Eq. (1) in detail:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

. . .
. . .

. . . 0 0
CL BL

BT
L AL

. . . 0

. . .
0

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

0
. . .

0 CR BR

BT
R AR

. . .
0 0 . . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...

ψM

ψN

...

ψM

ψN

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 0 (2)

Here, only a diagonal block corresponding to the transition
region (the submatrix enclosed by the thick lines) and its
surrounding blocks are shown, while the Kohn-Sham matrix
equation (1) is infinite in the dimension. Hereafter, the vertical
and horizontal thick lines in matrices represent boundary
planes between the transition region and either electrode
region, and they correspond to the vertical thick lines in Fig. 1.
Here, we assume each boundary plane to be placed deep
enough inside of the electrode so the interaction between the
transition and electrode regions is converged to that between
neighboring unit cells in the corresponding bulk electrode. Due
to the real-space finite-difference formalism, direct interaction
between the two electrode regions is represented by zero
matrices, and interactions crossing over the left and right
boundary planes are expressed by the finite-sized submatrices
BL and BR (see Fig. 1), which are referred to as left and right
interaction matrices hereafter, respectively. Then we define the
dimensions of the interaction matrix BL(R) as ML(R) × NL(R)

and allow them to be rectangular, i.e., ML(R) �= NL(R). The
matrix dimensions ML(R) and NL(R) are determined by the
distribution of nonzero elements in the off-diagonal block in
Eq. (2). More specifically, they are dominated by the finite-
difference approximation order Nf and how much nonlocal
parts of pseudopotentials stick out from the transition region
to the corresponding electrode region in the z direction [34].

Hence, they are given as integer multiples of the number of
the grid points in an xy plane (for more details, see Ref. [35]).
The subscript L (R) denotes that a quantity with the subscript
is associated with the left (right) boundary. The matrices AL(R)

and CL(R) at the diagonal positions are square submatrices of
the Kohn-Sham matrix, the order of which are NL(R) and ML(R),
respectively. As seen in Eq. (2), the interaction matrices BL

and BR and their transposes operate only on limited parts of
the scattering wave function vector ψ , and we refer to these
subvectors as ψML

, ψNL
, ψMR

, and ψNR
. As illustrated in

Fig. 1, the subvectors ψML(R)
and ψNL(R)

are composed of ML(R)

and NL(R) elements of the scattering wave-function vector
ψ , which are contained in the left- and right-side boundary
regions of the left (right) boundary plane, respectively (for the
boundary regions, see Fig. 1). The effective potentials in the
boundary regions can be assumed to be identical to those of
the corresponding bulk electrodes.

To solve the Kohn-Sham equation (1) for the scattering
wave function ψ , open boundary conditions are applied to
the scattering wave function subvectors ψML

, ψNL
, ψMR

,
and ψNR

so the wave function asymptotically approaches a
linear combination of the generalized Bloch wave functions
of corresponding bulk electrodes. Now, let us consider a
scattering wave function of electrons injected from deep inside
of the left electrode, as depicted in Fig. 1. After the incident
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wave is scattered in the transition region, a part of the wave is
reflected to reach the left electrode, and the other transmits to
reach the right one. These reflected and transmitted waves are
expressed as linear combinations of reflection and transmission
wave components in the left and right boundary regions,
respectively. Therefore, the scattering wave functions in the
boundary regions are written as

ψML(NL) = φin
ML(NL) + Qref

ML(NL)r (3)

for the left electrode and

ψMR(NR) = Qtra
MR(NR) t (4)

for the right electrode. The vector φin
ML(NL) denotes the incident

electron wave in the left boundary region and is given as one
of the rightward propagating Bloch waves in the left bulk
electrode. The column vectors composing the matrices Qref

ML(NL)

and Qtra
MR(NR) are given as the left- and right-ward propagating

or decaying generalized Bloch waves in the left and right bulk
electrodes, respectively [12,13,15]. The vectors r and t are
composed of the reflection and transmission coefficients of
the scattering wave function, respectively.

Kong et al. [14] and Egami et al. [15] clarified that by
applying the open boundary conditions (3) and (4) to the
middle block row between the horizontal thick lines in Eq. (2),
one can derive the following finite-dimensional Kohn-Sham
equation for the scattering wave function in the transition
region in the form of linear equations:

(εS0 − H0 − �0)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψNL

...

...
ψMR

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BT

Lφin
ML

− �Lφin
NL

0
...

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (5)

where the matrices S0 and H0 are the overlap and Hamiltonian
matrix blocks truncated by the transition region, respectively.
The matrix �0 contains nonzero submatrices �L and �R

only at the top-left and bottom-right corners, respectively. The
matrices �L and �R represent retarded self-energy operators
of the corresponding electrodes and are defined as

�L = BT
LQref

ML

[
BLQref

NL

]−1
BL (6)

and

�R = BRQtra
NR

[
BT

RQtra
MR

]−1
BT

R, (7)

respectively [36]. Note that the inverse matrices in the
aforementioned equations are, to be exact, pseudoinverse
matrices [37,38] and that the self-energy matrix �L(R) is square
of the order NL(MR).

In actual computations of the self-energy matrices, calculat-
ing all the generalized Bloch waves, i.e., all the column vectors
composing the generalized Bloch wave matrices Qref(tra)

ML(R)
and

Qref(tra)
NL(R)

, is impractical, because some generalized Bloch waves
are known to decay rapidly and to contain large numerical
error, as discussed in Ref. [12]. To overcome the numerical
instability and to obtain the self-energy matrices �L and �R

accurately, we have so far used a different approach, which
solves the following equations for the self-energy matrices �L

and �R in a self-consistent manner (for the derivation, see

Appendix A):

�L = BT
L

[
GL,BR + GL,BL�L

(
INL − GL,TL�L

)−1
GL,TR

]
BL,

(8)

�R = BR
[
GR,TL + GR,TR�R

(
IMR − GR,BR�R

)−1
GR,BL

]
BT

R.

(9)

Here GL(R),TL, GL(R),TR, GL(R),BL, and GL(R),BR are the subma-
trices at the top-left (TL), top-right (TR), bottom-left (BL), and
bottom-right (BR) corners of the Green’s function matrices
GL(R) = [εSL(R) − HL(R)]−1, respectively. The matrices SL(R)

and HL(R) represent the overlap matrix and the Hamiltonian of
the unit cell in the left (right) electrode, respectively. To solve
Eqs. (8) and (9) in a self-consistent manner, we need initial
guesses of the self-energy matrices �L and �R, respectively.
The initial guess can be constructed from only a limited
number of the generalized Bloch waves and an orthogonal
complementary space [6].

Because Eqs. (8) and (9) are both solved repeatedly in
a self-consistent manner, the expensive computation for the
inverse matrix has to be performed many times. Therefore,
the computational expenses can clearly be seen as O(N3

L) for
solving Eq. (8) and as O(M3

R) for solving Eq. (9). According
to Appendix B, the generalized Bloch wave matrices Qref

ML(NL)

and Qtra
MR(NR) are composed of rL and rR column vectors, re-

spectively. Here rL(R) = rank BL(R) � min(ML(R),NL(R)). This
indicates that the rank number of the self-energy matrix �L(R)

is at most only rL(R) and that the matrices are rank deficient. It
is expected that the dimensions of Eqs. (8) and (9) are reduced
to rL and rR, respectively, so the computational expenses for
solving Eq. (8) decreases to O(r3

L) and that for solving Eq. (9)
to O(r3

R).

B. Linear-algebraic procedure to reduce
computational expenses

In this subsection, we address how to reduce the com-
putational expenses for determining the self-energy matrices
�L and �R using a linear-algebraic procedure. Based on the
singular value decomposition technique (see Appendix C), the
interaction matrix BL(R) is decomposed into a product of three
matrices:

BL(R) = [
ŨL(R) ÛL(R)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
UL(R)

[
0 0

B̂L(R) 0

] [
V̂T

L(R)

ṼT
L(R)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

VT
L(R)

, (10)

where the submatrix B̂L(R) is square diagonal of the order
rL(R) and composed of the singular values of the matrix BL(R),
i.e., B̂L(R) = diag(σL(R),1,σL(R),2, . . . ,σL(R),rL(R) ) and rL(R) =
rank BL(R). The ML(R) × rL(R) rectangular matrix ÛL(R) and the
NL(R) × rL(R) rectangular matrix V̂L(R) represent the subspaces
spanned by rL(R) left and right singular vectors of the matrix
BL(R), respectively. The remaining matrices ŨL(R) and ṼL(R)

are the orthogonal components of the subspace matrix ÛL(R)

and V̂L(R), respectively (for more details, see Appendix C).
Note that rL(R) � min(ML(R),NL(R)) holds, as discussed in
Appendix B. The singular matrices UL, VL, UR, and VR are
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unitary of the order ML, NL, MR, and NR, respectively. We define an infinite-dimensional block-diagonal unitary matrix:

D =

I 0

0 UL

0 0

VL 0

0 I 0

0 UR

VR 0
0 0

0 I

. (11)

Now let us consider the unitary transformation of the infinite-dimensional Kohn-Sham matrix H − εS with respect to the
infinite-dimensional unitary matrix D. The Kohn-Sham equation (1) is rewritten as

DT(H − εS)Dψ̂ = 0 and ψ̂ = DTψ . (12)

Similarly to Eq. (2), the transformed Kohn-Sham equation (12) is described in detail, as

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . . 0 0

. . .
CL

BL

BL
. . .

AL
. . . 0

. . . 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . .
0 . . .

CR
BR

BR
. . .

AR
. . .

0 0 . . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

...

ML

NL

...

...

...

...

MR

NR

...

...

...

= 0,

ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ

(13)

where ĈL(R) = UT
L(R)CL(R)UL(R) and ÂL(R) = VT

L(R)AL(R)VL(R).
Comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (2), one can see that the
submatrices BL and BR in Eq. (2) are both reduced in
dimensions and transformed into the diagonal matrices B̂L and
B̂R, respectively. Due to the reduction in the dimensions, the
diagonal matrix B̂L(R) operates only on the smaller subvectors

ψ̂NL(R)
and ψ̂ML(R)

. Note that these subvectors ψ̂ML(R)
and ψ̂NL(R)

are both composed of only rL(R) elements and are located to
sandwich the left (right) boundary plane, as seen in Eq. (13). It
should be mentioned that, although the unitary transformation
deteriorates the sparseness of the diagonal blocks partitioned
by the vertical and horizontal thick lines in the matrix in Eq. (2),
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the deterioration of the sparseness does not affect the total
computational expenses in practical calculations, as discussed
below.

Because the scattering wave function vector ψ is trans-
formed into the vector ψ̂ , as shown in Eq. (12), the open
boundary conditions (3) and (4) are also transformed into

ψ̂ML(NL) = φ̂
in
ML(NL) + Q̂ref

ML(NL)r (14)

for the left electrode and into

ψ̂MR(NR) = Q̂tra
MR(NR) t (15)

for the right electrode, respectively. The matrices and vectors
in Eqs. (3) and (4) are transformed as φ̂

in
ML

= ÛT
Lφin

ML
, φ̂

in
NL

=
V̂T

Lφin
NL

, Q̂ref
ML

= ÛT
LQref

ML
, Q̂ref

NL
= V̂T

LQref
NL

, Q̂tra
MR

= ÛT
RQtra

MR
, and

Q̂tra
NR

= V̂T
RQtra

NR
. Note that the matrices used for these transfor-

mations are not the left and right singular matrices UL(R) and
VL(R) but the rectangular subspace matrices ÛL(R) and V̂L(R),
which are both vertically long rectangular matrices composed
of only rL(R) singular vectors and uniquely determined as
mentioned in Appendix C. According to Appendix B, the
matrices Qref

ML
and Qref

NL
(Qtra

NR
and Qtra

MR
) are composed of rL(R)

generalized Bloch wave functions of the left (right) electrode,
so the transformed matrices Q̂ref

ML
and Q̂ref

NL
(Q̂tra

NR
and Q̂tra

MR
) are

both invertible square of the order rL(R).
As we have transcribed Eq. (2) into Eq. (5), using the open

boundary conditions (14) and (15), the infinite-dimensional
transformed Kohn-Sham equation (13) is transcribed into the
following finite-dimensional linear equations, for which a
transformed scattering wave function in the transition region
satisfies

[
DT

0 (εS0 − H0)D0 − �̂0
]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ψ̂NL

...

...
ψ̂MR

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ϕ̂

0
...

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (16)

where ϕ̂ = B̂Lφ̂
in
ML

− �̂Lφ̂
in
NL

. The matrix D0 represents the
submatrix present in the center of the infinite-dimensional
unitary matrix D shown in Eq. (11), which corresponds to
the transition region. Note that the matrix D0 is also unitary.
The matrix �̂0 has nonzero submatrices �̂L and �̂R only
at the top-left and bottom-right corners. The matrices �̂L

and �̂R represent reduced retarded self-energy operators for
corresponding electrodes, and they are given by

�̂L = B̂LQ̂ref
ML

[
Q̂ref

NL

]−1
(17)

and

�̂R = B̂RQ̂tra
NR

[
Q̂tra

MR

]−1
, (18)

respectively. Hence, the submatrices �̂L and �̂R can clearly
be seen as square of the orders rL and rR, respectively.

Calculating all rL column vectors of the reduced generalized
Bloch wave matrices Q̂ref

ML
and Q̂ref

NL
is still impractical, for

the reason mentioned in the previous subsection. Therefore,
Eqs. (17) and (18) are not available to calculate the self-energy
matrices accurately in numerical calculations. However, fol-
lowing the discussion in Sec. IIB2 in Ref. [12] with respect to
the matrix product Q̂ref

ML
[Q̂ref

NL
]−1 in Eq. (17), we can derive the

TABLE I. The row dimension ML and rank number rL of the
interaction matrix BL, and the wall-clock time t for solving Eq. (19)
for the following five systems. The wall-clock time t is measured on
the supercomputer JURECA at Forschungszentrum Jülich, which is
equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processors per a computing
node. Note that the interaction matrices BL used here are all square,
i.e., ML = NL.

ML rL t (s)

Al(001) bulk 8624 3264 37
Au atomic chain 9900 3614 40

Coarse grids 22176 8136 285
Graphene nanoribbon

Dense grids 82080 36552 –
Au(111) bulk 33880 9320 312a

aComparing to the other three benchmark tests, twice the computing
resources have been used for this test.

self-consistent equation for the reduced self-energy matrix of
the left electrode �̂L as

�̂L = B̂L
[
ĜL,BR + ĜL,BL

[
�̂

−1
L − ĜL,TL

]−1
ĜL,TR

]
B̂L. (19)

In the same manner, with respect to the matrix product
Q̂tra

NR
[Q̂tra

MR
]−1 in Eq. (18), we can also derive the self-consistent

equation for the reduced self-energy matrix of the right
electrode �̂R as

�̂R = B̂R
[
ĜR,TL + ĜR,TR

[
�̂

−1
R − ĜR,BR

]−1
ĜR,BL

]
B̂R. (20)

In both equations, the matrices ĜX,Y for Y = TL,TR,BL,BR
are determined as[

ĜX,TL ĜX,TR

ĜX,BL ĜX,BR

]
=

[
V̂T

X

ÛT
X

][
GX,TL GX,TR

GX,BL GX,BR

]
× [

V̂X ÛX
]

(21)

for X = L,R. Consequently, one can easily see that the
matrices in Eq. (19) are all square of the order rL, so the
computational expenses for determining the reduced self-
energy matrix �̂L is estimated to be O(r3

L). From Eq. (20), one
can also see that the computational expenses for determining
the reduced self-energy matrix �̂R is estimated to be O(r3

R).
From Eqs. (5), (10), and (16), the self-energy matrix �L(R)

and the reduced self-energy matrix �̂L(R) are found to be
associated by the following equations:

�L = V̂L�̂LV̂T
L, (22)

�R = ÛR�̂RÛT
R. (23)

In the practical calculations of scattering wave functions ψ ,
solving the linear equation (5) would be more reasonable than
solving the linear equation (16), because the coefficient matrix
in Eq. (5) is more sparse than that in Eq. (16), and Eq. (5)
is more advantageous than Eq. (16) in using iterative solution
techniques, such as conjugate gradient methods.

C. Comparison of computational expenses

In Table I, the row dimension ML and rank number rL of
the interaction matrix BL, and the wall-clock time t for solving
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Eq. (19), are listed for Al(001) bulk, Au atomic chain, Au(111)
bulk, and graphene nano ribbon electrodes. The interaction
matrices used here are all square, i.e., ML = NL. As mentioned
in the previous subsections, the computational expenses in
solving the self-consistent equation (8) are O(M3

L), and those
in solving the reduced self-consistent equation (19) are O(r3

L).
Therefore, one can see from Table I that the computational
expenses for the five systems are reduced by more than 90%.
More specifically, in the case of the Au(111) bulk, determining
the self-energy matrix �L by following Eq. (8) is estimated to
take ∼15,000 s. In addition to this, the memory consumption
for storing the matrices is also clearly reduced by more than
80%. The same discussion can be hold for the self-consistent
equations (9) and (20) for the self-energy matrix �R of the
semi-infinite right electrode.

To keep the sum of reflection and transmission probabilities
exactly 1, both probabilities have to be accurately evaluated
from the reflection and transmission coefficients of scattering
wave functions. These coefficients are obviously influenced
strongly by the quantities around the boundary planes, i.e.,
the self-energy matrices. Through controlling the convergence
of the self-consistent equations (19) and (20), we can keep
the sum of reflection and transmission probabilities 1 within
numerical error on the order of 10−8 or less.

III. APPLICATIONS TO FULLERENE
MOLECULAR JUNCTIONS

In this section, we present an application of the self-energy
matrices obtained by the aforementioned procedure for elec-
tron transport calculations. Since Joachim et al. investigated
the electron transport of a single C60 fullerene molecule
[39], fullerene molecules are now recognized as potentially
promising materials for molecular electronics devices. So far,
the C60 fullerene molecule and its derivatives have been studied
for their electron transport properties [26], and the smallest
possible fullerene molecule C20 [22,23], consisting solely of
pentagons, is also theoretically examined for the electron con-
ductance by methods using localized basis sets [25]. We have
theoretically investigated electron transmissions of a single
C20 molecule in a junction structure with a couple of jellium
electrodes using the overbridging boundary matching method
[24]. Although the jellium approximation brings analytically
determined self-energy matrices and benefits the computa-
tional expenses very much [15,40], the oversimplification of
metal electrodes is known to cause artificial and unphysical
electron scattering at the interfaces between the jellium and
atomistic structures [41]. Now, using the aforementioned
transport calculation method, we re-evaluate the electron
transport properties of C20 molecular junctions comprising
crystalline Al electrodes and demonstrate that relative position
of the C20 molecule to the electrode surface largely affects the
electron transmission, which is impossible to be evaluated as
long as using the uniform positive background approximation.

Figure 2 shows schematic representations of a fullerene
molecular junction employed in the electron transport cal-
culations. A single C20 molecule is sandwiched between the
couple of semi-infinite Al(001) bulk electrodes. The separation
between the Al surface layer and the nearest C atom is set
to 1.42 Å (2.68 bohrs). To evaluate the fluctuation of the

(a)

x

y z

θ

(b)

y z

x

1.42 Å
(2.68 bohrs)

FIG. 2. Schematic representations of a C20 fullerene molecular
junction. Panel (a) shows the side view of the molecular junction
before structural optimization. The brown and blue spheres represent
C and Al atoms, respectively. A C20 molecule is sandwiched between
a couple of Al(001) bulk electrodes, so the C–C bonds close to the
electrodes are parallel to the electrode surfaces. The orientation of the
molecule with respect to the z axis is varied, and the angle between
the x axis and the C–C bond attaching to the electrode surface is
denoted by θ .

electron transmission depending on the relative position of
the molecule with respect to the atomistic structure of the
electrode surface, we change the orientation of the molecule.
More specifically, angle θ between the x axis and the C–C
bond close to the electrode surface is varied as depicted in
Fig. 2(b). The geometry of the C20 fullerene molecule is
optimized in an isolated gas phase by using the electronic
structure calculation code RSPACE [13,42], which is based on
the real-space finite-difference formalism. On the other hand,
structural optimization of the whole junction systems is not
performed in order to evaluate difference in the transport
properties caused only by the difference in the molecular
orientation. Here, the scattering wave function inside the
transition region is determined in a non-self-consistent man-
ner to given potentials. The effective local potential and
pseudopotential parameters, being necessary for constructing
the Hamiltonian of the transition region, H0 in Eq. (5), are
determined under a periodic boundary condition by using
the RSPACE code, in order to treat physical quantities on the
same footing to the subsequent transport calculations. The
pseudopotential data sets are given by projector-augmented
wave method [30]. The exchange-correlation interaction is
treated by the generalized gradient approximation proposed by
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [43] within the framework of the
density-functional theory [18]. In these calculations, it turns
out that the dimensions of the left (right) interaction matrix
ML(R) = NL(R) = 8624 and the matrix is rank-deficient with
the rank of rL(R) = 3264. Note that scattering wave functions
obtained by such non-self-consistent calculations are just as
correct only within a linear response regime; however, one can
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TABLE II. Total and channel-decomposed electron transmissions
at the Fermi energy EF for C20 molecular junctions with crystalline
and jellium-approximated Al electrodes. θ represents the rotation
angle of the molecule with respect to the z axis and is defined in
Fig. 2(b).

Channel transmission

θ ◦ Ttotal T1st T2nd T3rd

0 2.84 0.90 0.72 0.61
11.25 2.78 0.86 0.84 0.51
22.5 2.86 0.82 0.82 0.68
33.75 2.11 0.89 0.42 0.41
45 1.24 0.37 0.29 0.16
Jelliuma 1.54 0.47 0.47 0.35

aReference [24].

perform more efficient computations than iterating expensive
self-consistent cycles [44]. Total electron transmission T (ε) is
evaluated by the Landauer-Büttiker formula [45],

T (ε) =
∑

i

Ti(ε), (24)

where Ti(ε) represents transmission probability of electrons
flowing through the ith transmission eigenchannel and is
evaluated from scattering wave functions using the channel
decomposition technique [46].

In Table II, the total and channel-decomposed transmissions
of the electrons injected at the Fermi energy EF, i.e., T (EF)
and Ti(EF), are listed for different C–C bond angles θ and
compared with those obtained for the C20 molecular junction
with jellium electrodes [24]. One can easily see that the
electron transmissions are largely affected by the rotation angle
θ . Moreover, the transmission values obtained for the fully
atomistic electrodes deviate from those obtained for the jellium
electrodes. The result indicates that direct attachment of
structureless jellium electrode to atomistic objects may hinder
us from evaluating electron transport properties correctly. This
indication is reasonable from the viewpoint that, in general, the
electron transmission through molecular junction is dominated
by mode matching between molecular orbitals and electrode
states, and the structureless jellium approximation does not
reproduce the wave function modes of the corresponding
crystalline electrode.

To investigate the electron transport properties more
concretely, we perform structural optimization of the C20

molecular junction. Figure 3(a) shows the optimized structure
of the C20 molecular junction with θ = 0, where all of the
C20 molecule and the two surface layers of each electrode
are relaxed and the rest fixed. As the result of the structural
optimization, the electrode surface is deformed to enclose the
molecule. The C20 molecule deforms asymmetric with respect
to the xy plane crossing the center of the molecule, because the
interface geometries between the molecule and the electrode
surfaces are not equivalent to each other. As shown in Fig. 3(b),
the total electron transmission at the Fermi energy after the
structural optimization is 2.12 and smaller than that before the
structural optimization, which is 2.84 as seen in Table II. In
addition, comparing the channel transmissions at the Fermi

(a) Optimized geometry

(b) Total and channel-decomposed transmission spectra
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FIG. 3. Optimized geometry and electron transmission spectra of
a C20 molecular junction after structural optimization. In (a), the blue
spheres represent Al atoms, and brown ones C atoms. In (b), the total
and channel-decomposed transmissions of the molecular junction are
plotted by filled and open circles, respectively. EF denotes the Fermi
energy.

level in Fig. 3(b) with those for θ = 0 in Table II, it is found
that two transmission channels open more than 50%, while
before the structural optimization three channels open more
than 50%. This fact also implies that the transmission channels
are sensitive to the geometrical change.

Now let us examine the transmission eigenchannels from
the viewpoint of real-space pictures. Figures 4(a), 4(b),
and 4(c) show the spatial distributions of the first, second,
and third eigenchannels at the Fermi energy, respectively.
Comparing them with the spatial distributions of the C20

molecular orbitals, which are calculated for the deformed C20

molecule in an isolated gas phase, the first, second, and third
channels are found to correspond to the unoccupied molecular
orbitals in Figs. 4(d), 4(g), and 4(e), respectively. In other
words, these unoccupied molecular orbitals mainly contribute
to the electron conduction through the molecular junction at
the Fermi energy. This is reasonable from the fact that fullerene
molecules are in general electronegative. Indeed, the electronic
structure calculations reveal that the electronic bands resulting
from the hybridization between the unoccupied molecular
orbitals and the electrode states exist to cross over the Fermi
energy.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have tackled the problem of reducing the
computational expenses in evaluating the self-energy matrices
of semi-infinite electrodes, whose computational expenses
have been proportional to cube of the matrix size. By virtue
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(a) First channel(a) First channel

(b) Second channel(b) Second channel

(c) Third channel(c) Third channel

(a) First channel

(b) Second channel

(c) Third channel

(d) LUMO+3

(e) LUMO+2

(f) LUMO+1

(g) LUMO

x
y z
x
y z

FIG. 4. Spatial distributions of the transmission channels of a
C20 molecular junction and C20 molecular orbital after deformation.
Panels (a), (b), and (c) exhibit the first, second, and third transmission
channels of the electrons injected from the left electrode at the Fermi
energy, respectively. Panels (d)–(g) show the fourth-, third-, second-,
and first-lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of the free-standing
molecule, which is taken from the optimized junction structure shown
in Fig. 3(a).

of the singular value decomposition, we have reduced the
dimension of the self-consistent equation to be solved for
the self-energy matrix, and the computational expenses are
proportional to cube of the matrix rank. From practical
performance tests, it is found that the computational expenses
are reduced by more than 90%, and the memory space for
storing the matrices is also reduced by more than 80%. We have
also carried out practical electron transport calculations with
the self-energy matrices obtained by the present procedure for
C20 molecular junctions. As the results of the electron transport
calculations, it has been found that the transport properties of
the molecular junction are sensitive to the rotation angle of the
molecule with respect to the axis perpendicular to the electrode
surface. By means of the channel-decomposition technique, it
turns out that some unoccupied states of the C20 molecule
mainly contribute to the electron conduction around the Fermi
energy.
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APPENDIX A: SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATION

We present the derivation of the self-consistent Eqs. (8)
and (9). Note that in this section the subscripts representing
the left or right electrode is omitted for simplicity. From
Eq. (8) in Ref. [35], one can see that the sets of generalized
Bloch wave functions in the boundary regions, Qi,M(N) =
{qi

M(N),1,q
i
M(N),2, . . . } as seen in Fig. 5, satisfy the following

equations:

Qi,N = GTLBTQi−1,M + GTRBQi+1,N , (A1)

Qi,M = GBLBTQi−1,M + GBRBQi+1,N . (A2)

The matrix B represents the interaction between the neighbor-
ing unit cells of a bulk electrode system, e.g., BL in Fig. 5,
and the matrix dimensions are assumed to be M × N . The
matrices GTL, GTR, GBL, and GBR represent the submatrices
at the top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right corners
of the Green’s function matrix of the truncated Hamiltonian for
a unit cell of the electrode bulk system, e.g., HL in Fig. 5, and
they are N × N , N × M , M × N , and M × M in dimensions,
respectively. Since the matrix product BQi,N is a full-rank
tall matrix as discussed in Appendix B, we can define the
pseudoinverse [BQi,N ]−1, which satisfies [BQi,N ]−1BQi,N =
Ir . Multiplication of [BQi,N ]−1BQi,N to the first term in the
right-hand side of Eq. (A1) from the right leads to

Qi,N = GTLBTQi−1,M [BQi,N ]−1BQi,N + GTRBQi+1,N .

(A3)

Using the definition of the self-energy matrix of the semi-
infinite left electrode, � = BTQi−1,M [BQi,N ]−1B, which is
presented as Eq. (6), the set of the generalized Bloch wave

i-1 i i+1

transition 
region

semi-infinite 
electrode (left)

semi-infinite
 electrode (right)

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of a bulk electrode. The ma-
trices BL and HL represent the interaction matrix between the
neighboring unit cells and the Hamiltonian matrix truncated by a
unit cell, respectively. The vectors q i−1

ML
, q i

NL
, q i

ML
, and q i+1

NL
denote

the generalized Bloch wave functions in the respective boundary
regions, which are represented by dark gray areas and are subject to
the influence of the interaction matrix BL.
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functions Qi,N is written as

Qi,N = [IN − GTL�]−1GTRBQi+1,N . (A4)

Similarly, by applying the relations [BQi,N ]−1BQi,N = Ir

and � = BTQi−1,M [BQi,N ]−1B to Eq. (A2), the set of the
generalized Bloch wave functions Qi,M is written as

Qi,M = GBLBTQi−1,M [BQi,N ]−1BQi,N + GBRBQi+1,N ,

(A5)

= GBL�Qi,N + GBRBQi+1,N . (A6)

Substitution of Eq. (A4) for Eq. (A6) leads to

Qi,M = GBRBQi+1,N

+ GBL�[IN − GTL�]−1GTRBQi+1,N . (A7)

By multiplying [BQi+1,N ]−1BQi+1,N = Ir to the left-hand
side from the right and multiplying the transpose matrix BT to
whole the equation from the left, we obtain(

� − BTGBRB + BTGBL�[IN − GTL�]−1GTRB
)
Qi+1,N

= 0. (A8)

One can easily see that the self-consistent equation for the
self-energy matrix of the semi-infinite left electrode, Eq. (8),
is obtained from the equation above. It is obvious that the
self-consistent equaion (9) is also obtained in the same manner.

Note that the discussion in this section is independent of
whether the interaction matrix BL(R) is rank deficient or full
rank. Therefore, when the interaction matrices BL and BR are
assumed to be full rank, the self-consistent equations (19) and
(20) are also derived from the same argument.

APPENDIX B: NUMBER OF GENERALIZED BLOCH
STATES IN BULK ELECTRODES

In this section, we prove that within the framework
of the real-space finite-difference formalism there exist 2r

generalized Bloch states in a bulk electrode, where r denotes
the rank number of the interaction matrix B describing the
interaction between the neighboring unit cells of a bulk
electrode system, as mentioned in the previous section.
According to Eqs. (11)–(13) in Ref. [35], the generalized Bloch
wave function subvectors in the boundary region (see Fig. 5),
qi−1

M and qi+1
N , satisfy the generalized eigenvalue problem[

GBLBT GBRB

0 IN

][
qi−1

M

qi+1
N

]
= λ

[
IM 0

GTLBT GTRB

]

×
[

qi−1
M

qi+1
N

]
, (B1)

where the matrices GTL, GTR, GBL, and GBR represent the
submatrices of the Green’s function matrix, as mentioned in
the previous section. The matrix IM(N) is the identity matrix of
the order M(N ).

The matrix B can be decomposed into the product of three
matrices as

B = [
Ũ Û

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
U

[
0 0
B̂ 0

] [
V̂T

ṼT

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

VT

(B2)

based on the singular value decomposition technique (for more
detail, see Appendix C). Here the singular matrices U and V are
both unitary of the orders M and N , respectively. Therefore,
the block diagonal matrix [

U 0
0 V

]
(B3)

is also unitary of the order M + N . Performing the unitary
transformation of the coefficient matrices of the generalized
eigenvalue problem (B1) with respect to this unitary matrix,
we have the transformed generalized eigenvalue problem⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 G̃BLB̂ G̃BRB̂ 0

0 ĜBLB̂ ĜBRB̂ 0

0 0 Ir 0

0 0 0 IN−r

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ŨTqi−1

M

ÛTqi−1
M

V̂Tqi+1
N

ṼTqi+1
N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= λ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
IM−r 0 0 0

0 Ir 0 0

0 ĜTLB̂ ĜTRB̂ 0

0 G̃TLB̂ G̃TRB̂ 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ŨTqi−1

M

ÛTqi−1
M

V̂Tqi+1
N

ṼTqi+1
N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (B4)

where [
G̃BL G̃BR

ĜBL ĜBR

]
=

[
ŨT

ÛT

][
GBLV̂ GBRÛ

]
(B5)

and [
ĜTL ĜTR

G̃TL G̃TR

]
=

[
V̂T

ṼT

][
GTLV̂ GTRÛ

]
. (B6)

Let us partition the generalized eigenvalue problem (B4) into
three block rows as indicated by the horizontal lines therein.
It is easily seen that the middle block row is a 2r-dimensional
generalized eigenvalue problem and identical to the reduced
generalized eigenvalue problem for the generalized Bloch
wave functions presented as Eqs. (32)– (34) in Ref. [35].
The coefficient matrices of the generalized eigenvalue problem
are both full rank, and, therefore, the generalized eigenvalue
problem has 2r nontrivial solutions. The upper and lower block
rows of Eq. (B4) are essentially identical to the upper and lower
half rows of the middle block row, respectively. Consequently,
the generalized eigenvalue problem (B1) has 2r nontrivial
solutions of generalized Bloch states. Note that the half of the
generalized Bloch waves propagate or decay rightward, and the
other half leftward. According to the discussion in Ref. [35],
the rank number r is much smaller than the dimensions of the
interaction matrix B, i.e., r � min(M,N ) in electron transport
calculations using the real-space finite-difference formalism
and the projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials.

APPENDIX C: SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

The matrix decomposition introduced in Eqs. (10) and (B2)
is straightforwardly derived from the general definition of the
singular value decomposition of a general M × N rectangular
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matrix A [47–49], i.e.,

A = [
Û Ũ

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
U

[
Â 0
0 0

] [
V̂T

ṼT

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

VT

, (C1)

by swapping the matrices Û and Ũ and by swapping the
upper and lower block rows of the second matrix in the
right-hand side. The submatrix Â represents a square diagonal
matrix of the order r and is composed of the singular values
of the matrix A, i.e., Â = diag(σ1,σ2, . . . ,σr ). Note that
r = rankA � min(M,N ) and the singular values are positive

and in the descending order σ1 � σ2 � · · · � σr > 0. The left
and right singular matrices, U and V, are both unitary of the
orders M and N , respectively. Each unitary matrix can be
divided into two orthogonal subspaces as seen in Eq. (C1).
The subspace spanned by the first r column vectors Û (V̂)
is called a column (row) space and uniquely determined,
while the other spanned by the rest column vectors Ũ (Ṽ) is
called a left-null (null) space and underspecified. Note that
the underspecified left-null and null spaces, Ũ and Ṽ, are
never referred to in practical computations using the present
procedure.
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